Recent research in engineering systems builds theories represented by mathematical models that aim at understanding fundamental questions of spatial structure, self-organization, environmental interaction, behavior, and development. Thus, researchers and engineers are increasingly facing the challenge of dealing with complexity in practical applications that are based on efficient mathematical models.
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The topics that deal with these issues can be divided into two parts: (i) development of general mathematical methods/models and (ii) specific applications in particular domains. The focus of this issue on topics of information and modeling complexity is both on the mathematical models and the engineering applications in complex systems. Moreover, we are interested in both new theoretical developments and the studies of practical implementation concerning modeling, complexity, fractals, statistics, and signal extraction and transformation.
Complex systems, such as living systems, are often maintained by information flows. Signals extract such information from the complex phenomena being measured. Such signals are typically a time series having both a regular and a random component. Solutions of the arising mathematical problems attempt to map general principles for modeling how the complex systems operate. This area is a burgeoning field of research due to both the practical significance of the applications and the general scientific importance.
Further to the 63 submissions in 2012, the special issue receives 94 new submissions in 2013. After a rigorous review process, 36 papers, that is, a 38.3% acceptance rate, which represent a good panel in the related new development, are selected in the journal, with the topics being connected with modeling of complex systems, computational issues in dynamical systems, signal processing of complex information, complexity and parameters, entropy, multifractality, Hurst exponent, correlation, power spectrum, and practical applications.
In Nevertheless, this special issue is not intended to constitute a complete compendium on the topic, but it does offer the reader an opportunity to appreciate the possibilities and the progress in the research area. It can be seen that although some models and solutions become available, most problems remain open and research is highly active in this field. We are aware of the present and upcoming research progress in the field.
